The Thresher To Issue First Buyers' Guide

Applying on campus the coming week will be the first issue of the Rice Students' Buyers' Guide, a classified directory of goods and services which are offered by local merchants who are especially interested in doing business with Rice students.

Additional copies of the Buyers' Guide will be distributed to all rooms on campus during the week, with the thought that they will be a handy year-long reference for addresses and phone numbers of merchants in this area.

Last week The Thresher initiated the policy of distributing its weekly issues on campus around noon on Friday. This extension from the former practice of Thursday evening distribution allows The Thresher staff much-needed additional time to present a more complete coverage of campus news. However, the deadline for submitting news articles for an issue will remain 6 pm on the Tuesday before the issue.

The Rice Forum presented its first program of the year in the wee hours Saturday morning with Dwight M. ("Ted") Kennedy as guest speaker. The 28-year-old brother of the Democratic presidential candidate is scheduled to arrive on campus at 8:15 am to speak in the Fondren Library Lecture Theatre, followed by a reception.

Dr. Ronald Sass, assistant professor of chemistry, will auction off the box suppers at 6:30 with the maximum applicable to the bid, and, as is traditional, the boy will eat thesupper to the bid, and, as is traditional, the boy will eat thesupper to
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President Dwight Eisenhower has accepted an invitation to speak before a Special Convocation of the Rice University on the evening of October 24.

The Thresher learned Tuesday that the President's address, which is to be non-political, will be a pronouncement of major importance. Eisenhower's theme has not yet been announced, but no action was taken concerning the possibility that Senator Stuart Symington and Governor LeRoy Baliles of Maryland might also speak here in the fall.

In addition, the Republican party's U. S. senatorial candidate from Texas, John M. Tower, has expressed interest in speaking to the Rice student body, and negotiations for his appearance are currently in progress.

Mr. Eisenhower's appearance at Rice is under the sponsorship of the University Youth for Kennedy. He is a graduate of both Harvard College and the University of Virginia law school. While at Harvard he played on the football team, and later served two years with the army in Germany. He is a licensed pilot.

With the now well-known Eisenhower "magnetism," Mr. Kennedy has figured prominently in his brother's recent campaigns. He managed Senator Kennedy's 1958 campaign for reelection in Massachusetts which was won by a record -47,000-margin of votes. Since then he has traveled extensively in behalf of his brother's presidential candidacy, along with Democratic leaders in all parts of the country. A motorcade of Rice students will escort Mr. Kennedy to the University of Houston after his speech here.

At the Student Senate, the President of Mexico in Ciudad Juarez, making such a meeting simply a possibility at present. Tickets will be distributed for the special University convocation and priority will be given to Rice students and faculty members. Other members of the Rice family, including Board members, Associates, and Alumni, will make up the bulk of the remainders of the audience.

Dr. Carew Cronies, University Provost, sent a letter inviting the President here two weeks ago. Announcement of his acceptance was made Sunday. Mr. Eisenhower last came to Rice on November 10, 1959. Then President of Columbia University, and prospective candidate for the Republican Presidential nomination, he held the "informal chat" with students and faculty members on general topics of the day. His last visit was on his wartime experiences.

The cold war voters in each political grouping cast their ballots also show a steady trend for Kennedy. Republic voters voted 52 per cent for Nixon, 2 per cent for Kennedy. Democrats, on the other hand, voted 26 per cent for Nixon and 74 per cent for Kennedy. As important of all, Nixon gathered 50 per cent of those voters who classed themselves as independents.

As always, a few diehard party candidates picked up scattered votes. Eric Hoag of the Democrats, for example, got 149 votes, while Ben C. Jones of the Republicans. Nixonites. The results were:
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The Cold War may come to the Rice campus October 24th with the visits of President Eisenhower and perhaps eight touring Russian ministers.

Although the visits are as yet unconfirmed on the part of the University, their doubtful status in self will provide Riceites with an eyes-witness view of a Cold War prodal skirmish.

Nixon Gallups Past Kennedy In Student Poll

By Griffin Smith

Richard Nixon swept the Thresher presidential primary over Senator John Kennedy, with a victory of such staggering proportions that it startled even experienced Nixonologists.

Of the 841 votes cast, Nixon captured a fraction under 50 per cent. The results were:

Nixon 384
Kennedy 167

REPORTS FROM reliable sources indicate that a good turnout for Kennedy's appearance will enhance the possibility that Senator Stuart Symington and Governor LeRoy Baliles of Maryland might also speak here in the fall.

Nixon Gallups Past Kennedy In Student Poll

By Griffin Smith

Richard Nixon swept the Thresher presidential primary over Senator John Kennedy, with a victory of such staggering proportions that it startled even experienced Nixonologists.

Of the 841 votes cast, Nixon captured a fraction under 50 per cent. The results were:

Nixon 384
Kennedy 167

Soviet Scientists May Visit Here On Rice 'Ike Day'

By Bill Pannill

The Cold War may come to the Rice campus October 24th with the visits of President Eisenhower and perhaps eight touring Russian ministers.

Although the visits are as yet unconfirmed on the part of the University, their doubtful status in self will provide Riceites with an eyes-witness view of a Cold War prodal skirmish.

RESTRICTIONS ON the scientists' travel have been urged by W. W. Keeler, executive vice-president of Phillips Petroleum Company, and leader of a similar ten-man American group that toured Russia in August under State Department auspices. The two tours are part of the cultural exchange agreements negotiated between the U. S. and the Soviet Union in Helsinki days. Mr. Keeler stated that strict Russian watch was placed on his group and that the same treatment here for the Soviets. He was also aggrieved by Russian spy charges made after his party had left Russia.

The 1959-'60 Senate un刽tionally underwent this venture and

left its II-11 successor to assume the reported loss in May. This was presumed to be final, but no action was taken concerning the consequences of possible added losses.

The REAL FINAL report from Janus revealed Wednesday showed such an additional loss, and discussion followed whether the Senate should pay it or charge the Janus staff, now composed solely of an editor, with
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If governing bodies need some sort of superhuman guidance, as it often appears they do, the Rice Student Senate needs Janus. This old Roman god who looked backward and forward at the same time had been virtually forgotten by both the immediate past and the present Student Senate until he was rather shamefully resurrected Wednesday night.

The unfortunate but necessary procedure concerned the fate of his namesake, a poorly managed but surprising move an attempt to publish a literary magazine for the Rice campus. In particular, it concerned the fate of the publication's editor and the Student Association's finances.

As a result of the 1960-61 Senate's unconditionally sponsoring a rather nebulous project, and the subsequent neglect of both the Senate and the editor to see that a bookkeeper was procured from the onset, the Rice Student Association lost nearly one thousand dollars (almost one-half its finances for this year) and the editor lost the opportunity—and responsibility—of holding any campus office.

Since last year's Senate cannot be reassembled and publicly stoned, the brunt of the fiasco fell on the editor and instigator of the project. Wednesday night's invocation of intervention into future finances by the editor's hamartia in assuming the finances of Janus, since neither he nor last year's Senate took the trouble to see that the constitutionally controlled taxes were paid by a bookkeeper. Both parties were obviously guilty of negligence as the Senate closed the dramatic proceedings with the hope that both parties had learned forever to see that a bookkeeper was procured from the onset.

Janus, Vol. No. 1, has at last been brought under effective control, although some 1400 copies of the magazine issue are floating around the country, piled up on campuses, or in garages.

And Janus the god, whom we hope the Senate will seriously consider for its "patron saint," has undoubtedly been enjoying a backward glance at a Thresher editorial of September 29, 1961:

"The RI is dead. Little fatted bodies of last year's three issues grace a few shelves. Several hundred copies of an unused cover fill last year's editor's garage, but only these remain . . . a memory . . . of Rice's struggling literary magazine . . . ."

... Student Council President Hal DeMoss said that since last year's RI had ended the year $1500 in debt, which was assumed by the Student Council, that group would want to be assured of a "live-wire" team to manage any attempt to revive the magazine. "There are a few of us who like to see some kind of magazine on this campus," said DeMoss . . .

Our history lesson done, The 1960 Thresher joins the old ridge for another Rice campus literary magazine. As well as a well-organized and supervised "live-wire" team, may we first suggest that sufficient advertising and patron contracts to cover the cost of the magazine and reward the staff's efforts be solicited. Written endorsement of the magazine by the Student Senate and a representative of the Rice administration "should gain the prospective advertisers' trust, with the stipulation that all contracts will be voided if the amount needed to finance the publication is not prepared.

Furthermore, we want to see published the creative endeavors of Rice students, along with the works of the impressive list of contributors who have already submitted their tentative issue for the magazine. We want to see more of both Janus around here in the future.

---

Health Insurance Remlinger's Topic At Forensic Meet

Drs. Gaston Remlinger of the Economics Department will speak to the Rice Forensic Society at its second meeting, scheduled for Tuesday, October 4th. The topic to be discussed by the former Princeton professor is compulsory health insurance. The national collegiate debate topic for the year.

Several other distinguished guests will also be present at the meeting in their role as a member of the Rice Forensic Society. Following Remlinger's lecture, there will be a general discussion of possible rases and comings.

All Rice students interested in debate or in the economic information that a compulsory health insurance will be welcome. The meeting will be held in the Biology Instruction room at 7:30 P.M.

---

To the Editor:

I would like to present some xopes. Perhaps this will serve to neglect of the football game invitation debate which took place. Let us put the attention of a part of the Rice Student body.

The first question, that must arise with respect to public speaking, is whether we will ever say for another ceremony we inaugurate an exercise, the result of which God is pictured as "the man upsets" who demands no more than a prayer at an athletic event, or a"has no pose of questions involved, or whether, when "We an all his books" design "to humble himself" for a few seconds . . . . Indeed this is symbolic of the worship of a whole community being offered up in the person of one man. However, it occurs quite evident that this group whose members are in the midst of holding cheers and invective is not a community self-consciously practicing corporate worship. Indeed it appears that, on the contrary, this extrave is simply one man's contest of speech, and of a sort not certain to arise if the tour is granted by the administration in the University.

Now it would seem that one of the functions of any university is to examine the culture in which it exists, and surely the fundamental and "Religion" in such a culture. Our of the culture. There are no number of approaches which the University might take toward this task.

In THREATENING AND GAME INVOCATION

(Continued From Page 1)

PROTOCOL DIFFICULTIES

are certain to arise if the four countries involved, are to meet on the campus the same day of the meeting of the United Nations, scheduled to speak to the University.

This problem will arise from the recent worsening of Russo-American relations. It seems that the possibility of a new condominium or some sort of problems were encountered at the United Nations General Assembly meeting earlier this month, when top-diplomatic decisions had to be made about such a simple matter in what manner of greetings would be exchanged if the group of the delegation was encountered Mr. Khrushchev. The same problem could presumably arise on a lesser scale here, since the scientists are official representatives of the interest of the needleman.

IS THE ONLY university in the country on the Russian American the interests of the Russian petro- ambition, they will also as-
HIGH SOBRIETY . . .

Architects To Party At Tennis Club

By HYATT, JONES, and

Architects will party tonight at the Houston Tennis Club, at the annual reception honoring their new freshman.

Main attraction this weekend: Rice versus Tulane! The annual reception honoring Rice's near victory against Georgia Tech drew architects. Architects will party tonight at the Houston Tennis Club, at the annual reception honoring their new freshman.

Hail the Return of the Vested Suit

An anachronistic note on campus this year, die noble vest returns to cause oldsters to adjust their specs and mutter. Our 3-piece vested suit of soft corduroy is, WE think, a real swingin' number and well to be broken up if it isn't listed as required purchase for courses in immiship. No bad news today—the price is only $45

FRESH TUTORING OFFERED BY RICE TAU BETA PHI'S

The Texas Gamma Chapter of Tau Beta Pi at Rice University has undertaken to present a scholarship to be presented annually to an undergraduate student at Rice. In an effort to provide for this scholarship the members of Texas Gamma are offering a tutoring service. This tutoring service, designed principally for Freshman courses in chemistry, math, and physics.

On Stage

THE PLAYHOUSE THEATRE

Presenting: "NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS"

Presenting this Coupon at Box Office Will Admit Two for the Price of One October 2nd, 4th, 5th & 6th CALL FOR RESERVATIONS Adm. $3.00 for 2 Curtain 8:30, Sun. 7316 S. MAIN 4:30, Thu. 7 JA 6-2822
CHESTERFIELD, L&M and OASIS invite you to the
Arkansas-Rice
Game Contest!

Pick up a pack and take a crack at experting the big game. If you are the only one to come up with the correct half-time and final scores, the first prize jackpot is all yours. If there are ties, you share the money. The same applies to winners of the second and third jackpots. Enter as often as you like... and to make it easy, use the backs of packs* as your entry blanks. So each time you finish a pack ... take a crack at the big money!

HERE'S ALL YOU DO TO WIN...
1. Predict the final score for each team.
2. Predict the half-time score for each team.
3. Use an empty pack* as your entry blank.

READ THESE EASY RULES...
3. On the coupon below or on the back of an empty wrapper or on a plain sheet of paper, select the winner of the above game. Predict the final score and the half-time score (predict ties if you wish). Each entry must be accompanied by an empty wrapper from L&M, Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes in a single household copy of the lettering L&M, Chesterfield or Oasis as it appears on the face of the package. An entry is considered as a half of empty wrappers; hence, you can include up to six empty wrappers with your entry.
2. Mail entries to Liggett & Myers, at the address appearing in coupon below. All entries must be postmarked by midnight five days prior to date of game and received by midnight the day prior to date of game. Enter as often as you wish, but no more than one entry per family.
3. Prizes: FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT—$300; SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT—$150; THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT—$50. Winning entries will be selected according to the accuracy of the entry against the following in the order listed: (a) the winning team; (b) the final score, and, as a tie-breaker, if necessary (c) the accuracy in determining the leading half-time team and the half-time score. In the event of any tie resulting, the prizes money of the third prize category divided equally among all contestants tied for the respective prizes.
4. This contest is under the supervision of the Bruce, Richards Corporation, an independent judging organization, whose decisions are final and binding on all contestants. Only one prize per family.
5. This contest is open to the college students and college faculty members of the above competing colleges only. Employees and members of their families of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company and its advertising agencies are not eligible to enter.
6. All entries become the property of the sponsor, and none will be returned. Winners will be notified by mail. A complete list of winners is available to anyone sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address below.
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, state and local laws and regulations governing contests and their validity.

START SAVING PACKS, NOW!
The more often you enter... the more chances you have to win.

L&M has found the secret that unlocks flavor in a filter cigarette. (Pack or Box).
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

CHESTERFIELD—Now "Air-Softened", they satisfy even more! (King or Regular).

OASIS—Most refreshing taste of all. Just enough menthol... just enough!
*(or acceptable substitute see rules).

Write clearly the final score and half-time score of the game to be played November 5, 1960 or storms preventing.

ARKANSAS

RICE

MAIL THIS ENTRY TO:
LIGGETT & MYERS, P. O. BOX 316, NEW YORK 46, N.Y.

Attach an empty pack (or an acceptable substitute, see rules) of L&M, Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes with this entry.

NAME. (PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS.

Entries must be postmarked no later than midnight October 31, 1960 and received at the above P.O. Box in New York by midnight November 4, 1960.

Submit as many more entries as you want on the backs of empty packs.* On each one print the team names and scores with your name and address as shown above.
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CAMPUS POLITICAL POLL
(Continued from Page 3)

Socialist Labor party led the also-rans with seven votes, followed by Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus with two. The Socialist-Labor Party of the United States, founded by the Socialist Labor Party of the United States, and accepted by the Socialist Labor Party of the United States, was in accordance with the Socialist-Labor Party of the United States. Mr. John Evans, Director of the Rice University Placement Service, and prospective June graduates will be 92 major American companies and corporations, according to Mr. Evans.

The number of firms is slated to grow to 145 by mid-spring. It was revealed that fall interviews would begin on October 10, and end on December 9. Mr. Evans stated that in addition to major employers and related fields, liberal arts majors would be in great demand. Many companies other than strictly technical firms will be competing for students this year.

All students who plan to interview these companies are urged to check with the placement office as soon as possible. It is most important that the student's file be complete and up-to-date before he interviews a company. The necessary forms for this file will be found in the Placement office. Also announced was the fact that the New College Placement Annual containing tips on what to say to the interviewer and other pertinent information, would be available in the Placement office.

Tutorial services will be coordinated this year, for students both in Rice and in other schools, through the Placement Office, located on the second floor of the EMU.


campus political poll

STATE RIGHT PARTY

JUNIOR DANCE IS
tOCTOBER 8-TO BE
'BALLY-HOO BAL'

The first big all-school social event of the year is planned for the night of October 8. The Junior Dance, this year accompanied by a "Nebbish" theme, has always been one of the highlights of the Rice social calendar. "BALLY-HOO BAL" will be held this year in the Texas State Hotel in downtown Houston. Al bino Torres, celebrated local band leader who favors his music with a Latin touch, will supply the music for the evening's entertainment.

REAL TAILORS
CUSTOM TAILORING
Imported & Domestic Woolens
Individually Designed & Tailored
To Your Specifications
WE RENT TUXEDOS

A Well Groomed Appearance is an Asset...

Braeswood Barber Shop
We Specialize in Flat Tops
Save Time—For Appointment
Call MO 4-0720
2218 W. Holcombe Blvd.

In the VILLAGE

Phone In
Carry Out
JA 6-3043
2364 Rice Blvd.

Delicious!
Different!

PIZZA
9 COMBINATIONS
- Slices 9", 12", 16" -
SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA
PIZZA BURGER
SHRIMP BOX
WINE and BEER
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Tareyton has the taste—

Dual Filter does it!

NEW DUAL FILTER

Tareyton has the taste—

Dual Filter does it!

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... defintly proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives you the best taste of the best tobaccos.
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Malcolm Diamond To Speak
In Chapel Service October 6

Thursday and Friday, October 6 and 7, the Student Religious Council will present as the featured Chapel speaker, Prof. Malcolm Diamond of Princeton University. Professor Diamond, a Jewish layman, is an expert on the theology of his own faith as well as that of the Protestant and Catholic faiths. He will remain after the Chapel talk Thursday to lead a discussion in the Grand Hall. Friday Dr. Diamond will lead an informal discussion in Biology lecture lounge.

Mr. Klaus Speer, distinguished student and official organist for the 1960-61 Rice chapel services, will present a fifteen-minute program before the Thursday services.

RCA, builder of Tiros Satellite, needs young engineers today for spectacular achievements tomorrow

RCA has broadened man's scope of the heavens and earth. From an orbiting observation post high in the sky, it transmits a new wealth of meteorological information to earth-bound stations below.

Tiros is only one of many RCA successes in the wide, wide world of electronics. And as the horizons of electronics steadily expand, the need for more and more competent and creative engineers increases in direct ratio. That's why RCA, now in the forefront of electronic progress, offers such tremendous opportunities for Electrical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, and Physicists.

If you already know what you want to do in engineering... and are qualified, RCA can offer you direct assignments in your chosen field, and back you up with training and guidance by experienced engineers.

Or, if you're not quite sure which direction you want to go... RCA's Design and Development Specialists Training will help to point the way. You'll receive full engineering salary while you progress through engineering assignments that give you a clear picture of various fields you might choose.

If you're interested in engineering, or already have a college degree, write to Mr. Donald M. Cook, RCA, Camden 2, New Jersey, for an interview on the following dates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 27</td>
<td>Rice University</td>
<td>Mr. Donald M. Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Houston</td>
<td>Mr. Donald M. Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Texas</td>
<td>Mr. Donald M. Cook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROVOST CRONEIS GUIDING UNIVERSITY IN TRANSITION PERIOD

By GRiffITH SMITH

The resignation of Dr. W. V. HOusting as president of Rice has catapulted to campus prominence a distinguished educator of international prominence.

Dr. Carey Croneis, Wise President of the University, is handling the school's administrative affairs until a new president is appointed. He came to Rice in 1934 as the first Chairman of the Biology Department.

THE 56-YEAR-OLD Dr. Cro- neis has had an outstanding record in the geological sciences.

After receiving degrees from Denison University, the University of Kansas, and Harvard University, he rose from assistant professor to professor of geology at the University of Chicago. In addition, while working on his advanced degrees he served as instructor in geology at Kansas, Arkansas, Harvard, and Wellesley. He was geologist for the state of Arkansas in 1928, and even coached the Razorback tennis team during 1923-35.

HE MARRIED Grace Williams of Bucyrus, Ohio, at Fayetteville, Arkansas, September 15, 1929. They have two daughters.

In 1944 Dr. Croneis became president of Bolsh (Wisconsin) College (a position he held until coming to Rice).

The variety and scope of his activities are nothing short of astonishing. He directed the geology sections of the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry as well as the 1935 Century of Progress Exposition. He was Director of the Hall of Geology at the Exposition in 1934, where he served as host to 12,000,000 visitors, among them many foreign and American dignitaries including Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover and Eleanor Roosevelt.

Dr. CRONEIS is also president of the American Geological Institute and the National Association of Geology Teachers, as well as editor of several geology journals and author of two books.

He also produced the University of Chicago and National Park Service talking films on geology. These six films are still in extensive use after 30 years.

As editor of the Harper and Brothers Geoscience Series, he is in charge of a 20-volume work with world-wide distribution.

A CONVERSATION with the modest Dr. Croneis will scarcely reveal the extent of his travels. He has been to all the continents except Australia—to every European and South American country, plus most of Africa and southern Asia.

This summer, on one of his many trips around the world, he was in Japan during the anti-US riots, a guest of the Burma Oil Company at their location far up the Irrawaddy River, and visited Nepal, India, Afghanistan, and several provinces of southeast Russia (one, Uzbekistan, was exceedingly interesting, he reports.)

ON OTHER TRIPS he and Mrs. Croneis have ascended with the Amnon and the Nile rivers from mouth to headwaters. Earlier, as a guest of the Secretary of the Navy, he went around Cape Horn on the aircraft carrier Ranger.

With all this, Dr. Croneis has still found time to take active part in Houston educational and cultural affairs. He is a member of the boards of Kinkaid School, the Natural History Museum, the Contemporary Arts Museum, and the Chamber of Commerce.
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Central Furniture Fashions Featuring Junior Blers

VILLAGE BELLAIRE 2212 University 1160 Bellaire
Tech Game Statistics Reflect 'Rice Fight'

By BUDDY HERZ

To have won the battle, but lost the war could best describe last week's Owl loss to the nation's ninth-ranked team, Georgia Tech.

The one-sided statistics in the game only bear witness to this fact.

BUT THE OLD adage that we first heard during our freshman year, "The sun that sets may never rise, but Rice fight never dies" was certainly lived up to on the gridiron of Rice Stadium.

What type of team could give up two families which ultimately resulted in field goals, a pass interference penalty that set up one of the field goals, and a blocked punt which gave the Yellow Jackets their only touchdown, and still come roaring back to almost pull the iron out of the fire?

What type of team could take the ball on their own eight yard line, and with less than four minutes remaining, by passing and praying, move the ball all the way inside the Tech 30 by means of some of the finest and most daring football seen in the 10 year history of Rice Stadium?

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice student body so optimistic after a loss—but then we've never seen a Rice team with as much fight, and especially desire on the football field, that would inspire such optimism.

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice team with as much fight since transferring from Del Mar Junior College, did one heck of a tie them, 6-6, we like Rice by two. But there was no small matter of Dick Woods, there may have been added, too. Following this week's Owl loss to the nation's ninth-ranked team, Georgia Tech, it was sort of reminiscent of a Don Meredith.

And a Thresher salute to tackle George Karam (Slam-bam George Karam, that is) who introduced to the University.

The Rice 150-lb. football team will hold a full-scale tune-up scrimmage at 4:30 Friday afternoon in preparation for their October 11 game with the University of Mexico.

What type of team could take the ball on their own eight yard line, and with less than four minutes remaining, by passing and praying, move the ball all the way inside the Tech 30 by means of some of the finest and most daring football seen in the 10 year history of Rice Stadium?

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice student body so optimistic after a loss—but then we've never seen a Rice team with as much fight, and especially desire on the football field, that would inspire such optimism.

Odds and Ends . . .

.... Billy Cox really looked great last Saturday night . . . We've never seen any Owl quarterback throw from the positions Cox did last week. It was sort of reminiscent of a Don Meredith.

And a Thresher salute to tackle George Karam (Slam-bam George Karam, that is) who introduced to the University.

The Rice 150-lb. football team will hold a full-scale tune-up scrimmage at 4:30 Friday afternoon in preparation for their October 11 game with the University of Mexico.

What type of team could take the ball on their own eight yard line, and with less than four minutes remaining, by passing and praying, move the ball all the way inside the Tech 30 by means of some of the finest and most daring football seen in the 10 year history of Rice Stadium?

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice student body so optimistic after a loss—but then we've never seen a Rice team with as much fight, and especially desire on the football field, that would inspire such optimism.

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice team with as much fight since transferring from Del Mar Junior College, did one heck of a tie them, 6-6, we like Rice by two. But there was no small matter of Dick Woods, there may have been added, too. Following this week's Owl loss to the nation's ninth-ranked team, Georgia Tech, it was sort of reminiscent of a Don Meredith.

And a Thresher salute to tackle George Karam (Slam-bam George Karam, that is) who introduced to the University.

The Rice 150-lb. football team will hold a full-scale tune-up scrimmage at 4:30 Friday afternoon in preparation for their October 11 game with the University of Mexico.

What type of team could take the ball on their own eight yard line, and with less than four minutes remaining, by passing and praying, move the ball all the way inside the Tech 30 by means of some of the finest and most daring football seen in the 10 year history of Rice Stadium?

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice student body so optimistic after a loss—but then we've never seen a Rice team with as much fight, and especially desire on the football field, that would inspire such optimism.

WE'VE NEVER seen a Rice team with as much fight since transferring from Del Mar Junior College, did one heck of a tie them, 6-6, we like Rice by two. But there was no small matter of Dick Woods, there may have been added, too. Following this week's Owl loss to the nation's ninth-ranked team, Georgia Tech, it was sort of reminiscent of a Don Meredith.

And a Thresher salute to tackle George Karam (Slam-bam George Karam, that is) who introduced to the University.
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Thomas To
At Players' Third Seminar Tuesday
Mr. J. D. Thomas of the Rice English department will speak Tuesday night at the third in a series of theatre seminars sponsored by The Rice Players. The seminar will be held as usual in Hamman Hall at 8:00 p.m.

THE HIGH POINT of this week's seminar will be a discussion of the role of dramatists on the university campus. As a past sponsor of the Players and as an instructor in modern drama Mr. Thomas is highly qualified to lead this type of discussion. The question and answer period following his discussion should prove to be of particular interest to those groups which annual productions of any type.

THE FOLLOWING Tuesday Mr. Wayne Gill, formerly of the Austin College Drama Department, will conclude this series of seminars with his discussion of the function and use of music in the dramatic production.
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"PRAGMATISM" OR "FEDERAL CONTROL?"

Eckhardt, Friloux Battle It Out In Hanszen College Night Arena

By LAWRENCE ELZEE
For its first college night of the year, Hanszen College hosted Anthony Friloux, former Republican candidate for congress, and Robert Eckhardt, Democratic state representative from Houston, to deliver a preview of the Nixon-Kennedy debates Monday evening.

The debate was moderated by Mr. C. M. Hodges, the political science department of Rice. Mr. Friloux began with a ten minute speech comparing the planks of the Republican and Democratic platforms. Speaking before an audience of considerable Republican tendencies, Mr. Friloux declared that the fundamental differences between the two parties stem from the Democrat's position that national defense is adequate at present, agreed that education expenses through the federal government.

Mr. Friloux, although he supported the Republican contention that national defense is adequate at present, agreed that national defense is adequate at present, and disagreed with his party's platform on this subject. The Republicans proposed to pay only for school construction.

Attempting as well as possible to find areas of disagreement, both men attacked what they called the fundamental philosophies of the opposition party. Mr. Friloux accused the Republicans of catering to property interests while neglecting individual freedom.

Mr. Friloux denounced Democratic support of big government with its subsequent curtailment of individual freedom. The speakers could find very little to disagree upon in foreign policy particulars. Both of them supported the United Nations and denounced Castro.

Mr. Friloux stated the need for effective and experienced leadership, and Mr. Eckhardt emphasized the need for something new and imaginative. Both men pointed out that the candidates themselves have said there is very little to disagree upon in foreign policy particulars. Both of them supported the United Nations and denounced Castro.

RICE STUDENTS
Bank your allowances and earnings at M. C. N. B. — the Most Convenient National Bank to The Rice Institute.

"A new concept in modern banking"

Medical Towers Building
6604 Fannin
JA 9-3601

Foreign Service Representative To Be Here Oct. 6

Students who attend the Foreign Service Interview on Oct. 6 in the Fondren Library lecture lounge, will be confronted with an apt representative of the varied and interesting life associated with the foreign service.

RICHARD A. JOHNSON is a foreign Service Officer presently assigned to the Department of State in Washington, D.C., where he is Director of the Office of Functional and Biographical Intelligence.

A review of Mr. Johnson's distinguished career offers compelling contrast to the type of representation given his colleagues in "The Ugly American."

A graduate of the University of Texas, he entered the Foreign Service as an Officer in 1940 and was assigned to Vice Consul in Naples.

HE HAS since served the U.S. as United States Representative to the Preparatory Commission on UNRRA and, more recently, Political Counselor at the American Embassy in Madrid. He is the author of one book, The Mexican Revolution of Ayala, and has published representative articles in professional journals.

Group meetings will be held in the Fondren Library Lecture Lounge from 1:30 to 5:00 p.m. Public and Business Administration students are especially invited to attend.

BMOC
Big Man On Campus — yes man! He treats the gals to Coke. Who can compete with chaps like that. If you’re 5’9” and a little overweight, remember — you don’t have to be a football hero to be popular but put a little taste of Coke. Put in a big supply today!

THE THRESHER
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